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On 24/02/2024, the National Service Scheme (NSS) organized a remarkable cleaning drive at the 

revered Shri Doul Gobindo Mandir, located on the foothills of Chandra Bharati hill at Rajaduat, North 

Guwahati. This event was a testament to the commitment of the NSS towards community service, and 

preserving the cultural heritage of our society. The cleaning drive aimed not only to maintain the sanctity 

of the temple premises but also to instil a sense of responsibility and civic duty among the volunteers. 

The Shri Doul Gobindo Mandir, a centuries-old Hindu temple, holds immense cultural and religious 

significance in the region. Understanding the importance of preserving such historical and spiritual 

sites, NSS took the initiative to organize a cleaning drive, inviting volunteers from various colleges and 

universities in the area. 

The event kicked off with our journey from the university to the temple. The volunteers, equipped with 

cleaning tools, waste bags, and gloves, were divided into teams, each assigned a specific area within 

the temple premises to clean. The tasks included sweeping the courtyards, collecting fallen leaves, 

removing cobwebs, and ensuring the disposal of waste in an environmentally friendly manner. The 

collaborative effort not only fostered a sense of unity among the volunteers but also showcased the 

power of collective action in achieving common goals. 

The cleaning drive had a profound impact on the community and the temple surroundings. The once 

litter-strewn areas now gleamed with cleanliness and the temple’s spiritual ambiance was further 

strengthened because of it. The volunteers received prasad and breakfast from the temple premises as a 

show of gratitude. Moreover, the event left an enduring impression on the volunteers. The experience 

not only enhanced their awareness of cultural heritage but also instilled a sense of duty toward 

preserving it for future generations. The event aligned with the NSS's broader goals of holistic 

development, ensuring that participants not only engage in community service but also gain valuable 

perspectives that contribute to their personal growth. 

The NSS cleaning drive at Shri Doul Gobindo Mandir was more than just a community service 

initiative; it was a transformative experience that blended environmental stewardship, cultural 

preservation, and community engagement. The event not only beautified the temple premises but also 

left an indelible mark on the volunteers, inspiring them to continue contributing to the well-being of 

their communities. As the NSS continues to organize such impactful events, the ripple effect of 

positive change in society is bound to grow, reinforcing the importance of collective action and 

responsible  citizenship among the volunteers as well as the common citizens alike. 
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